
Verbs (grammar notes)
verb: a word which expresses action or a state 

of being
ex: 

       She made a kite. 
       He ran a lap. 

*adjectives = descriptive words



Verbs (grammar notes)
action verb: tells what the subject of the 

sentence is doing
         Ms. R loves her job. 

mental action: action can not be seen
ex: Ms. R thinks too much.  

visible action: action can be seen or noticed
ex: Ms. R spoke loudly. 



transitive verbs:  
directs action toward someone or something

e.g. Ms. Rocky played volleyball. 
> Ms. R played what? > She played volleyball. 

*After you identify the verb, ask yourself - “(subject of 
sentence) & what?” to see if it is transitive 

intransitive verbs:  
does not direct action toward someone or something

e.g. Ms. Rocky played well. 
> Ms. R played what? > ……. > “well” answers How? not What?  



*After you identify the verb, ask yourself - 
“what?” to see if it is transitive

Her husband washed the dishes. 

The dog ate quickly. 



*After you identify the verb, ask yourself - 
“what?” to see if it is transitive

Her husband washed the dishes. (transitive) 
> husband washed what? - dishes

The dog ate quickly. (intransitive) 
> dog ate what? -no answer



GRAMMAR NOTES: VERB TENSES
VERB = an action or state of being

Tense of a verb : places the action at a particular time

SIX BASIC TENSES:

PRESENT
I eat. 

PRESENT Perfect     ( have + -ed/-en) & -ing
I have eaten.

PAST             (-ed / -en) 
I ate.

PAST Perfect   (had + -ed/-en) 
I had eaten. 

FUTURE         (will) 
I will eat. 

FUTURE Perfect  (will + have + -ed/-en)
I will have eaten. 



PRESENT TENSE : the “now” / “today” tense  

● action is happening at the exact moment
I am hungry (right now). 

● action happen habitually/on a schedule
I am hungry every afternoon. 

● stating a fact
The dictionary is important. 

● want dramatic effect
“The Scarlet Ibis” is more interesting than a news 
article. 



PRESENT PERFECT TENSE: (started before & either 
happens or affects today) 

● action started in the past & continues into the current 
moment

I have eaten two Hot Cheeto bags so far. 

● action was finished at some earlier time but affects the 
present

I have eaten all of the pie, so there isn’t any left for you. 



PAST TENSE: the “before”/ “yesterday” tense    
(-ed / -en)

action happened in the past & does not continue to 
happen

I kicked the ball. 

Change of spelling: 

I ate Thanksgiving dinner. 

I saw John Legend in concert. 



PAST PERFECT TENSE:“even before yesterday” tense

(had + verb with past ending > -ed/-en)
● discussing an action already in the past, & you need 

to make clear that another action happened even 
earlier

Before I ate pumpkin pie, I had eaten turkey, 
mashed potatoes, and stuffing. 

● “if” clause followed by “would” 

If I had thought about it first, I would have not eaten 
all that turkey, mashed potatoes, and stuffing.



FUTURE TENSE: the “tomorrow” tense                 

(will + verb)

talking about something that will happen

Tomorrow I will eat fruit for breakfast. 



FUTURE PERFECT TENSE: the “one day” (rare) 

(will + have + past tense of verb [-ed/-en])
action is finished before a specified time in the future

By next year, I will have traveled around the country. 

By next year, I will have written a book. 



Consistency w/ Verb Tenses (write on notes) 
EXAMPLES - why are the examples inconsistent or consistent? Mark on paper:

 1. Inconsistent tense: I bought some milk when I go to the store.

2. Consistent tense: I bought some milk when I went to the store.

3. Consistent tense: I will buy some milk when I go to the store.

EXCEPTION TO THE RULE: Sometimes you have to use a different verb tense in a 
sentence if they convey the meaning you wish to convey when you are talking about 
different periods of time. For example, “Last fall I took Biology, so now I am taking 
Chemistry.” 



connect subject to predicate

e.g. Ms. Rocky is a teacher. 
show how and what things are
are “state of being” words
do not show actions

>>> See handout with lists of linking and helping verbs 
(place under grammar) 

Linking Verbs (grammar notes) 



subject complement: the word from the 
predicate that is linked to the subject by a 
linking verb

e.g. Ms. Rocky is a teacher. 
“teacher” complements “Ms. Rocky” 

(grammar notes) 



Linking Verbs vs. Action Verbs
To find linking verbs, say the following: 
- Say the subject and verb of the sentence, then ask yourself - 
how? or who? 
----- if there is an answer to “how?” or “who?” then you have a 
linking verb

ex: The milk tasted sour. (linking verb) 
Sour (subject complement) - answers HOW milk tasted

ex: He tasted the milk. (action verb) 
Milk - answers WHAT he tasted

 



(grammar notes) 
Helping verbs 

help the main verb express action or make a 
statement
- in sentences - helping verbs will come before the main verb
- in questions - helping verbs can come right before the subject 

                               main verb

ex:     I should be leaving. 
helping verbs

*** should be leaving = the verb phrase for sentence



Helping Verbs (auxiliary verbs) 
verbs that can be added to another verb to make a single 
verb phrase
Common Helping Verbs: 

forms of 
be

is , am, was, are, were, be, been

forms of 
do

do, does, did

forms of 
have

has, have, had

others may, might, can, should, could, would, shall, will


